cult to achieve stable solutions. Theiefore, we solve the Schrcidinger equation after obtaining a soiution for the other three equations. This is done_lteratively. Fig. 4a shows the results along the channel at Va":50mf and 7g":yth*0.5v. For comparison, results wi{h an analytical equation [8] In fact, the confinement of carriers is weakEned it the drain edge as shown in Fig. 6 b. This means that the oncurrent_quantization is smaller than expected from the usual ofi-current calculation.
1. fntroduction --Th.gPocket-implant technology is promising for coming MOSFET generalions [1] [2] [3] [4] , beEbusti the abrfipfer hteraf channel/contact junctions can suppress short-ihannel effects (SCE) down to 25nm gate length (I*) [ cult to achieve stable solutions. Theiefore, we solve the Schrcidinger equation after obtaining a soiution for the other three equations. This is done_lteratively. Fig. 4a shows the results along the channel at Va":50mf and 7g":yth*0.5v. For comparison, results wi{h an analytical equation [8] In fact, the confinement of carriers is weakEned it the drain edge as shown in Fig. 6 b. This means that the oncurrent_quantization is smaller than expected from the usual ofi-current calculation.
To examine the influence of the change of the QE streagth alo_ng the channel on the I-V char-acteristics, ie perform a Monte Carlo simulation with EALCON con'side-ring QE by modifying the potential bending to reproduce the carrier distribution (Fig. 6 b) and the surfaceroughness-scattering rate. Thbse modifications are calibrated so that the bllk mobility pres-erves the mobility universality. Fig. 7 shows the re-sults for Le:T}nm. Thb reduction of /a" including QE is partly dudto the mobility reduction, which is not wetl vdrified yet. Nevertheless, il is obvious that the inclusion of the pbsition dependeni Qn q"a the approximation of a hom6geneous Q^E;t""g the channel determined at the source slde lead td equivaf lent results. The enhancement of A%r,,ep for I/a"i1.2V is mainly dqe. to a slrift of the position determing %6 to the source side to a higher poclcet concentration."
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the pocket implantation causes an enhanced QE with reduced ^L" und-er the off-current condition. Under the on-current condition QE becomes very position dependent. However, this depen- 
